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SCANNING
the sculptural record
Louis Rosenthal, it appears that his
earliest carvings were made on the
bark of trees. This interesting item,if
properly probed, would yield the expert analyst searching for the sources
of this sculptor's inspiration any number of satisfactory clues. It might
thus be discovered just why this Russian youth, when grown up and come
to the New World, should have evolved
an art so fine and delicate in scale, so
extraordinary in technique, and so joyously dryadic. Perhaps the revelation would show the
lad's roving attention
caught by the delicate
grainings of the tree
trunks in the Kovno
province, stimulated
by the myriad models
of his bosky studio,
and led at last toward
the elfin concepts
which now represent
his plastic thought.
At any rate, whatever
his boyhood cuttings
may disclose in the
way of primal evidence, the woodsy
tang of those Russian
groves must have penetrated deep enough
into his affections to
have made manifest so
long afterward~
the
sequence
of little
"CENTAUR
AND BACCHANTE"
nymphs and satyrs,
centaurs and dryads
that weaves so gayly in and out of the more
sombre periods of his work.
Quite naturally a considerable reputation grew
up in Plungyan, the Lithuanian village of his
birth, concerning these early arboreal accomplishments: As time went on the boy's desire to carve
and design grew more and more insistent. From
the tree trunks he turned to what other material
lay ready for his busy knife. Neither school nor
his father's mill could claim more than a routinary
attention. When Rosenthal was about seventeen
his work came to the attention of a distinguished
visitor to the province of Kovno, one Professor
Turak of Vienna, who finally sent for the young
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Louis Rosenthal's
tiny
figures have aLLthe life and
animation of sculpture on
a grand scale
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sculptor and after investigating his esthetic credentials invited him to return to Vienna for
instruction in the arts. But it seems that Rosenthal had long cherished the dream of student days
"under the lindens," so that the upshot of this
important interview was a letter from the Viennese professor to a fellow artist in Berlin waiving
all Austrian rights of
tutelage in favor of
the German capital.
At this juncture Rosenthal's people cut
their home ties and
went forth to the New
World. Something of
this western urge must
have lain close to the
young sculptor' s heart,
for after a short time
in Berlin with Professor LiIien,
he too
turned toward Amerrea,

Rosenthal's American career begins in
1907. His first confact of any importance
was with Ephraim
Keyser, head of the
Rinehart
School of
BY LOUIS ROSENTHAL
Sculpture
in Baltimore, to whom he submitted two sculptural groups carved in plaster.
The young artist being wholly ignorant of technical methods was unaware that sculptors modeled in moist clay. However these groups had
sufficient evidence of talent to convince the school
authorities, and he was awarded a four years'
scholarship.
The early hardships were in a
measure ameliorated, for Rosenthal had at last
found his place for real study. But when, after
graduating from the Baltimore school with high
honors, he opened a studio, the struggle for recognition began. The turning point came in 1918
with a commission from a well-known jeweler to
execute a design in gold. Here was the oppor-
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tunity to model in wax without sacrificing a jot of style or breadth of
for the first time, a me- plastic concept. But however intricate this modeling in miniature may be, however exacting of the
dium which was to besculptor's patience and pertinacity, the translacome the basis of his
tion of these wax models into enduring metals is
future work. The pliathe more difficult phase of his art. With the old
bility of this new submethod of solid casting and subsequent chasing,
stance attracted him and
the
exquisite facture of the original model would
he began making groups
of little wax figures with
stand a good chance of disappearing, the shrinkage
of the metal under these conditions being enough
a new enthusiasm; but
when it came to the point
to ruin such small-scale casting. And so Rosenthal
came upon a special process of hollow-casting
of casting, he found that
through the very urgency of his predicament;
nobody could execute
produced a method of transmuting the soft bloom
this part of the work
"SPIRIT
OF REVELRY"
of the sensitively constructed wax originals onto
without the subsequent
BY LOUIS ROSENTHAL
the
almost egg-shell sheath of bronze (or gold or
aid of chasing. He tells
silver
as the case may be) with no loss along the
of months and months of patient experimenting,
way. But even with this secret process at his
of groping ahead step by step toward some method
of translating his delicate little
command, the delicate operations
entailed in this hoIIow-casting
models into the enduring bronze
under such microscopic condiwithout losing the beauty of surface of the original.: At last the
tions are not always successful
desired result appeared in one of
and sometimes the work has to
the groups of "Samson and the
be done over again and again
before a perfect casting is secured.
Foxes" which came out perfect,
Another consideration that adds
and from then on the road opened
to the difficulties of the work is
wider and wider to accomplishment and success.
the fact that the original wax
models can only be subjected a
The very nature of this sculp.or's art is so unusual that in the
few times to the rigorous defirst amazement at its diminumands of casting, and therefore
tiveness the intrinsic beauty and
the editions of these little masterpower of these minute masterpieces are very restricted.
pieces are apt to be overlooked.
Within the comparatively few
"SAMSON AND THE FOXES"
Because of size, the Rosenthal
years
that Rosenthal has been
BY LOUIS ROSENTHAL
sculptures are often confounded
engaged in making his extraorwith the exquisite chased productions of the gold
dinary little sculptures, he has produced a wide
range of groups and single figures. He works as
and silversmiths, whereas they are pieces of direct
sculpture in the strictest sense of the word. The
yet in the more or less
"INVOCATION"
artist, without the aid of microscope or other
conventional manner of
BY LOUIS ROSENTHAL
extraneous paraphernalia, proceeds directly to his the Renaissance sculpplastic task in the same way as any other sculptor,
tors, stressing in much
only instead of the moist clay he uses black wax
the same way the qualifor his building materiaI.
An ordinary pearlties of surface and structural elegance that they
handled pocket-knife is his only tool, and with
this simple and seemingly limited equipment he brought to such fine outfashions his figurines with a skill that is virtuosic
come. Yet his more or
indeed, adding bit by bit the heated wax to the
less traditional manner is
growing mass (if" mass" may be used to describe
highly informed with the
such minuscule affairs), keeping the knife blade
individual touch that is
s t r ic t l y Rosen thaI.
and the wax always at the proper temperature.
Sometimes he is in paThe size of these figure compositions range from
a scant five-eighths of an inch to perhaps a full ganly gay and sportive
two or three inches. In the case of the larger
mood, as the many frolgroups, Rosenthal manages to introduce a large
icking figures of woodnumber of figures within these Lilliputian limits
land sprites and person-
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alities that he evokes from the warm wax eloquently testify; or again he takes themes of high
significance, of deep metaphysical content, for his
pieces, themes that bring out often the strong
racial note that lies beneath the surface of his
thought, that echo something of the many sharp
experiences of his student days when the struggle
to make good was seemingly without fruit.
Rosenthal's most important sculptural work,
from the point of view of subject and elaboration,
is the Balfour monument, given by the Jews of
America to the Earl of Balfour in recognition of
his high services in the establishment of a Jewish
homeland in Palestine. The tiny creation is only
eleven inches high, from the architectural base
with its intricate groups of sculptured figures to
the top of the full-length statue of Lord Balfour
which surmounts the round shaft. The base
and shaft are of silver sand-blasted to represent marble and the figures-forty
in
all-are
in contrasting gold. At each
corner of the exedra-Iike base are
symbolic figures representing such
ideas as Industry, Science, Youth,
Old Age, while above two groups
hardly an inch in height yet
containing nine and ten figures are placed on opposite
sides of the base. These
represent "Massacre"
and the "Return of
Peace." Toward the
top of the shaft is
placed a figure
with
outstretched
"HERCULES
CENTAUR"
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wings typifying the "Voice
of the Balfour
Declaration ,; and
at the' foot of the
shaft is seen an old
man . holding aloft an
infant bearing gifts of
flowers. Two tablets are
set into the shaft bearir
suitable inscriptions, with the
draped flags of the United States;
England and Zion. This monument was the result of more than a
year's close study and work on Rosenthal's part, and is a unique and interesting piece of sculptural compilation.
Yet Rosenthal finds himself to greater
advantage when unencumbered by architectural requirements, as in his "Beethoven,"
"Victory," "Deluge" and" Steinmetz" groups.
The Beethoven piece is a genuinely moving thing.
Again, within the seemingly impossible limits of
. three fingers' width, he has somehow contrived
to work out a dramatic and complex design of
great breadth. Beside an open piano stands the
aged musician, striking 'A ith one hand the notes
which he cannot hear, while soaring above him
to one side in cloudy phalanx are the heavenltrumpeters blowing forth the tumultuous themes.
of the "Ninth Symphony" to the enraptured
sense of the great composer. The "Spirit of
Electricity," made in memory of Steinmetz, the
great inventor, is another two and a half inch
affair, dramatically and symbolically picturing
the passing of the great scientist. "The Deluge"
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soldier measures but a half inch
while the whole group totals
but three times that amount,
from the tip of the Victory's
wings to the base of the group.
This composition the sculptor
made and presented
to the
Greek Government for the benefit of the Fatherless Children
of Greece. He has also done
small monuments to Pershing
and Foch which have created
high praise for his art.
There is another side to Rosenthal's sculpture, however,
which in its keen sense of fantasy and light-heartedness
clearly goes back to the days
when he wandered about the
Kovno groves and thickets,
when all was May and gay and
the years of struggle had not as
I
yet cast their shadows before
them. In the "Hercules and
LOUIS ROSENTHAL
Centaur,"
the "N essus and
Dejanira," the little" Bacchante," the" Samson
and the Foxes," the "Spirit of Air," the "Spirit
of Jest" and the" Spirit of Revelry," the mood
of country larking, of
dancing on the green,
of running
figures
through the woods, all
the exulting little incidents of youth come
racing back through
these figures.
Their
very diminutiveness
makes them seem all
the more like half-recaptured visions, like
furtive memories only
half-chained
to the
texture of the bronze.
Here too is the sculptor's fine anatomical
sense most ably displayed.
His figures
are all alertly structured, and in the triple
BY LOUIS ROSENTHAL
group of the" Bacchanalian Dance" Rosenthal reaches the height of his delicate calling, the
three little figures tip-toeing their way through the
mazes of a woodland gavotte being of a superlative degree of plastic realization and rythmic
design.
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is conceived on an even smaller scale, and contains
within its slender compass some nineteen figures
intertwined in one great mass, humans and animals
all seeking safety from
the floods upon the
.summit of a great rock.
There is a great stir
and flow to this composition, a sweep of
form and emotion that
takes
the thought
away from the matter
of inches and processes
into the vivid reality
of the artist's
own
mood. The "Victory"
is another composite
group, with the- tumult and chaos of
battle
admirably
maintained in the intricate composition.
Another
important
achievement by this
"BACCHANALIAN
DANCE"
sculptor is the statuette of the "Unknown
Soldier" done for the Greek Government. On an
ebony base he has placed the golden figures of a
veiled Victory and a uniformed soldier, the mourning Victory holding a shield marked with a star
before the face of the Unknown Soldier. The
Photographs
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